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Sophie and Mike have been separated by an evil group and must now try and rejoin forces before taking on a great evil. But
something more sinister is happening and may chan 5d3b920ae0
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WARNING: Next Update Will Not Work With Current Saves : Hi All, This is just a warning that the next update will not work
with your current save. The reason for this, is a lot a script data is stored there and when loading the old save the requested data
wont be found and you will get an error. As such, Please comment below where you are in the game and I will release another
save set to make sure you don't have to start over. If I don't see any comments I will just release a save set to be at the most key
points of the game. :) Hopefully this will be the last time saves will be a problem. The Update will be released later today and
will be the last update before the big R103 release.. R159 Update Released : Well, It's been a while but the new R159 Update is
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released.. A new area : I'm not going to say anything, I'm just going to leave this here and let your imagination go take over ;).
Some Bugs Have Been Found And Fixed! : Huge thanks to everyone who has played this and reported any bugs. Here's what has
been fixed. - Stuck on floor 4 in the Sand Tower - Manual Stairs Bug in Dragon Cave - Skippable fight with Jessie before in
Woodland Pass - Some minor walking permissions that should not be there have been removed.. Restore Your Missing Saves :
A Few users have missed the post about the File Save Location changing so here a a quck reminder. (Previous Post Here ) As of
the latest update your existing saves will not show when starting the game. This is because the location we look for save games
has changed. Youi will need to move all CTWSAV2 files from the root of the game directory to "%appdata%/Origin Of
Destiny/Saves" (If you don't see an origin of destiny folder start the game then quit and you should now see it, or just create it
your self) As per the below screenshot you will need to copy (Or Move) the CTWSAV2 files to the Saves folder. once done
STart the game (Or quit and relaunch if the game is running) and all your saves will be restored.. Where is this early access you
speak of? : Well we tried to enable Early Access but unfortunately due to some weird issues we can't seem to enable the early
access button.. Dev Beta R-102L2 Released : Another Day, Another Update as before the L tag in the version means this is
mainly a Lore update! Here's what's new! - Blade Tech now has flavor text! (Hurray??) - Books have been added to the first
floor library in the castle - Graphic Bugs fixed in multiple places throughout the game. Sneak Peak: What could this mean? :
Here's a sneak peek of what's in the upcoming update! There may be more soon, but don't want to give too much away! Would
like to hear any theories people have ;)
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